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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This deliverable reports on the main needs for Cloud Computing skills for the next 5-10 years
based on the findings out of the exploration activities (i.e., dedicated experts’ engagement,
surveys, interviews, dedicated webinars and discussions in the H-CLOUD Forum). These
findings are fed into road mapping and policy recommendations.
The role ECC projects and the outcomes they generate can play in skills
development/upskilling and education, especially when it comes to advanced cloud
technologies, is fundamental for the future of Europe and for the realisation of its data and
industrial strategy.
Within this document it has been explored the most pressing needs in terms of cloud computing
skills development in Europe and created a curated catalogue of open training activities on
emerging cloud technologies (and responding to the main identified needs).
A thorough, extensive, and in-depth analysis of academic venues has been carried out in order
to analyse the trends in the research and academia community. These topics have been further
enriched and extended with the results obtained from “surveys” and “interviews” to relevant
Cloud Computing stakeholders from Academia, SMEs, Big players and Institutions
representatives, as well as with the documentation already available from existing initiatives.
This document will be further extended in D3.6 document (due and M18) tackling with
European Cloud Computing Training Needs and Opportunities that will end up with a set of
recommendations and prioritizations for the European Commission to include in the upcoming
work programmes.
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1 INTRODUCTION
This document is the first of a series of three documents that aims to present the proposal for
a research roadmap in the cloud computing demanded skills achievement. HUB4CLOUD
partners follow a multi-sourced methodology, gathering content from relevant stakeholders
such as existing RIA projects, interviews, surveys, analysis of the current context and running
initiatives but also following more formal methods inspired by systematic literature reviews.
The main goal is to come up with a list of research challenges and topics that can later be
classified, scored, and prioritized.

1.1 Deliverable structure
The document is structured as follows.
Section 2 presents the approach and methodology followed for the elucidation of the research
roadmap.
Section 3 analyses the landscape and context, it analyses input from several stakeholders
such as running projects, surveys and interviews carried out to people coming from SMEs,
large industry, and European initiatives. It also includes the number of Cloud computing related
current training courses available
Section 4 presents the initial findings in Hard and Soft Skills as well as the training topics
proposed together with the methodology used to highlight the most essential.
Section 5 contains the conclusions and future work.
Appendix A includes the invitation text for the interviews held with the experts.
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2 METHODOLOGY
The proposed methodology stands over three main pillars as depicted in the following picture.
The methodology is similar to the one already presented in D1.4 but tailored for the domain at
hand. This demonstrates the repeatability and the scientific soundness of the approach:

Figure 1. Methodology followed in Task 3.3 for the identification of skills gaps in the field of cloud
computing.

1.

2.

Identification of the necessary skills and training activities:
a.

Interviews to industry, academia and relevant stakeholders of the European cloud
community. This is reported in section 3.2 of this report.

b.

Reports: analysis of (digital) competence frameworks available, mostly focused on
digital skills and core competencies of cloud computing engineers and associated
core disciplines such as software engineering. This is reported in section 3.3 of the
current report.

c.

Available training offerings: Both online commercial training, typically open to all, and
training included in standard University-level academic programs have been included.
For the commercial offer, the market is considered a single global arena, and the
dominant players have been included. For the academic offering, a multi-tier
approach was chosen, including top-level institutions with a global draw, European
top universities, and national universities for each EU member state.

d.

Workshops: Due to COVID-19 restrictions, the consortium decided to overcome this
shortcoming with the publication of a survey, which was released to a set of identified
ECC projects. The results are published in section 3.1 of this report.

Classification and scoring (Figure 2): Once the inputs are gathered, these are classified
and scored using the same multi-factor scaling methodology proposed in D1.4. While the
methodology used is the same, the factors, scales and weights will differ.
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Figure 2. Multi-factor scoring methodology phases

3.

Consultation and prioritization: The initial classification by HUB4Cloud will be shared with
the ECC community and the final prioritization performed.

The document at hand focuses on pillar 1, although it also presents some unstructured findings
from the activities performed during this first period.
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3 EXPLORATION ACTIVITIES
3.1 Surveys
Europe needs digitally empowered and capable citizens, a digitally skilled workforce and way
more digital experts than today. Basic digital skills for all citizens and the opportunity to acquire
specialized skills in information and communications technology (ICT) for the workforce are a
prerequisite to participate actively in the Digital Decade. Within the Digital Compass, there is
a proposed level of ambition that by 2030, 80% of all adults have basic digital skills, and at
least 20 million employed ICT specialists in the EU, with convergence between men and
women.
HUB4CLOUD have carried out a survey to gather input about what are the Skills needed for
Cloud computing in Europe.
The number of surveys answered are 13 coming from coordinators of different EU projects
like: FOG Project, PHYSICS, CHARITY, RAINBOW, H-CLOUD, AI-SPRINT, DATACLOUD,
ACCORDION, PLEDGER, SMARTCLIDE, SERRANO,.
From the data collected, it can be seen that specific SKILLs development on Cloud Computing
has not been identified as a priority in relation with the other topics included within the survey.
Acceptance per topic

Skills
No interest, “1” out of 13 and “3” negatives. There is a perception all the knowledge demanded
by the industry is already available and expertise in certain areas is provided by the own
companies.
Rejection per topic
It is also interesting to remark that SKILL development got the highest number of negative
votes, underlining that there is no perception of a need to train more specialists in Cloud
computing technologies.
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3.2 Interviews
Interviews with relevant stakeholders have been carried out to gather their opinion on SKILLs
available for Cloud Computing in Europe.
From a list of potential candidates for the interview, a small set has been selected based on
the criteria of relevance on a specific sector (technical SME, Open Source, European initiative,
Academia). Each of the candidates have received an official invitation where it is explained the
objective of the interview as well information about how the interview was going to be carried
out (length: minutes, tool used: Zoom). Apart from the invitation a letter of consent has been
shared to request their permission to record the session as well as to publish it later within the
HUB4CLOUB repository. Both documents are included in Appendix A.
The selected candidates for the interviews have been:
•

ELASTISYS (Swedish SME, spin-off from a renowned research group in distributed
systems and cloud computing in Umeå, Sweden. The company is a leading security expert
within the cloud native ecosystem)

•

GAIA-X (Project initiated by Europe for Europe and beyond. Its aim is to develop common
requirements for a European data infrastructure)

•

REDHAT (world’s leading provider of enterprise open source solutions, using a communitypowered approach to deliver high-performing Linux, cloud, container, and Kubernetes
technologies)

•

CANONICAL Ltd (UK-based privately held computer software company to market
commercial support and related services for Ubuntu and related projects)

•

EVERIS (is an NTT DATA Company, dedicated to consulting and outsourcing in all sectors)

Their feedback on SKILLS is collected in the following section. They are exact quotes coming
from the interviewees and only small grammar edits have been performed:

ELASTISYS
•

There are good people within Europe with the proper skills but there is high demand and
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high competition. Many European companies are small or working in a business that is not
well known in the software industry and it is hard to find people with the right skills
•

Many European companies include very random topics in Cloud Computing in Software
engineering, but it is a slow cycle in academia for the relevant skills that will help industry
to move faster. They have been hiring people fresh from the academia without that
necessary technical skills but with a good foundation which helps them to quickly pick up
the skills required.

•

The problem is the shortage of software engineers.

•

There is a need to get more people, in particular girls, interested in jobs in the IT industry,
that’s a major challenge.

GAIA-X
•

We do have knowledge and we have a good system in Europe. Proof is the most CTOs
and VPOs are coming from the academia background in Europe are now leading big
corporations in Asia and America, so I am confident that we have all the necessary
infrastructure to train and have very skilled people.

•

We can still do improvement; however, I do not feel that we are going short on manpower
skills in Europe. There some areas where we need to be more active. There is one that we
do not have much experience in Europe and is the legal system around distributed layer.
So, when you have a central authority you know who is liable and responsible, now that
we have new algorithm that allows us to take decision with a consequences algorithm, in
case there is an issue and someone needs to be accounted liable, how we do that. This is
an area we are exploring right now, the legal basis for distributed layer technology and we
have another company outside of Europe that is much more advanced on that.

REDHAT
•

Academia is not the only place to train people and skills.

•

Already in school there are initiatives to train students in digitalization.

•

In Bavaria you can choose economics and law. He chose physics, economics, and law as
the key focus areas in the last three years. All with the same priority. In IT there is a lot of
work you need to do a lot of detailed work. There is no need to have a lot of specialists on
AI or algorithmics, the most part is boring stuff understanding your customer, what are their
needs. It’s the company that is doing the general lecture and the books having the same
view on the business processes like the CFO office and the people on the helpdesk, do
they have the same data at the same point of time but do they get those snippets of data
that they need to do their job. There is much time they need for this requirement
engineering and how much cross-dependency knowledge you need to add. Same is for
architects they are a key road to scope to deliver the project and to negotiate the scope
with the different roles in the customer and that means that if you are just a specialist on
technology and you have no understanding on the meta model of the other side you have
a problem. Furthermore, you need to have this broader view on the context your IT system
are serving because there are a need of technologies and people at the data centers and
so on to be more leaders. People running data centers and IT are carrying a tremendous
responsibility, sometimes they are force to save money, they need to deal with fast
changing requirements, and they do a hell over job in doing so.

•

What it is meant by leadership is to think whether this operation model they are still working,
they should have the abilities to work as an exec level and to be part of strategic planning.
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If you think about them knowing a lot of the complexity or why strategy is my fail because
there is technical debt or organisation debt and exec might not be aware the IT is struggling
with it every day, they need to have a say in that game and that is what is meant by
leadership. They need to be consider a key role at least on validating strategies and
budgeting, they also can help to draft scenarios that are helping an enterprise to decide
whether they need to do a very fast innovation on a certain area and to prove something
on the market (maybe) and creating an organisation debt because they are rushing and
they also need to take the measures and the budget to clean the house after the
experiment. Though everyone is agreeing to go on a safe way on making this proper, there
is a need to have IT more in leadership and this is an attitude that is missing somehow on
the business side and it is also missing somehow on the IT side, also on developers.
•

To ask the other side why this is so is a different perspective. The worst thing one can do
is to start working without understanding what the purpose and the outcome is.

•

Not to say that specialists are not needed and that there are totally focused champions in
something but there is a need to have specialist in roles they are not trained for that is
something that is needed to balance better and this starts in education.

Conclusions:
There is a current demand for software engineers which is not covered with the current offer.
Skills required to become an expert in Cloud computing does not necessarily need to come
from academia, some companies are even training themselves. Other skills like “legal
knowledge on cloud” and “leadership” are also identified are important to be covered under the
Cloud computing world.

3.3 Desktop research
The following section lists the most relevant competence frameworks identified in skills
development through an initial desktop research. These frameworks come not only from public
and world known organizations but also from private ones.
While there exist several generic frameworks that measure the digital skills of the population,
the ones listed below have been selected because they contain aspects related to HUB4Cloud
such as (cloud) programming skills, IT knowledge, software engineering, DevOps, and so on,
which are basic skills needed for any cloud computer engineer. The desktop research has not
yielded any specific competence framework devoted specifically to cloud computing.

3.3.1 Competence frameworks
3.3.1.1 DigiComp - Digital Competence Framework for Citizens
Name

Digital Competence Framework for Citizens

Developing

European Commission - JRC
https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/digcomp/digital-competence-framework

Source

Objective

https://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/3c5e7879-308f11e7-9412-01aa75ed71a1/language-en
Digicomp is a framework that defines what it is needed to be digitally
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competent.
Digicomp is a tool aimed at one hand, improving the citizens’ digital
competence while at the other, helping policy-makers plan training
initiatives to improve digital competences in a more effective way.
Moreover, DigiComp presents a common language to describe key
areas of digital competences becoming a common reference model at
European level.
DigiComp was initially published on 2013 and updated in 2015.
DigiComp 2.0 is structured in dimensions. It has four dimensions:

Structure

•
•
•
•

Dimension 1: Competence areas (5)
Dimension 2: Competences pertinent to each area (21)
Dimension 3: Levels of proficiency for each competence (4)
Dimension 4: Examples of the knowledge, skills and attitudes
applicable to each competence

Digicomp competence areas and competences are presented in the
next table:
Table 1. DigiComp 2.0 areas and competences (source: DigiComp 2.0
Framework)
Competence area

Competence
1.1 Browsing, searching and filtering data, information
and digital content

1.Information and
data literacy

1.2 Evaluating data, information and digital content
1.3 Managing data, information and digital content
2.1 Interacting through digital technologies

Competence
areas

2.2 Sharing through digital technologies
2. Communication
and collaboration

2.3 Engaging in citizenship through digital technologies
2.4 Collaborating through digital technologies
2.5 Netiquette
2.6 Managing digital identity
3.1 Developing digital content

3. Digital content
creation

3.2 Integrating and re-elaborating digital content
3.3 Copyright and licences
3.4 Programming
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4.1 Protecting devices
4.2 Protecting personal data and privacy
4. Safety
4.3 Protecting health and well-being
4.4 Protecting the environment
5.1 Solving technical problems
5.2 Identifying needs and technological responses
5. Problem solving
5.3 Creatively using digital technologies
5.4 Identifying digital competence gaps

3.3.1.2 E-Competence Framework
Name

e-Competence Framework

Developing

Initiated in 2006 by Airbus, BITKOM, CIGREF, e-Skills UK, Fondazione
Politecnico di Milano, IG Metall and Michelin, with the encouragement of
the European Commission and backed by the CEN ICT Skills Workshop
community. More than 30 organizations have contributed to it.

Source

http://www.ecompetences.eu/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/European-eCompetence-Framework-3.0_CEN_CWA_16234-1_2014.pdf

Objective

The European e-Competence Framework (e-CF) version 3.0 provides a
reference of 40 competences as required and applied in ICT seeking to
provide a common language across Europe. It is the first sector specific
implementation of the European Qualifications Framework (EQF) with the
aim of guiding all stakeholders in the ICT domain.
e-Competence Framework is structured in dimensions. It has three
dimensions:

Structure

•
•
•

Dimension 1: e-Competence Framework areas (5)
Dimension 2: e-Competences (40)
Dimension 3: Levels of proficiency for each competence (8)

The competence areas and competences are shown next.
Table 2. e-competence Framework areas and competences (source: ecompetence Framework)

Competence
areas

Area

Competence
A.1. IS and Business Strategy Alignment

A. PLAN
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A.3. Business Plan Development
A.4. Product/Service Planning
A.5. Architecture Design
A.6. Application Design
A.7. Technology Trend Monitoring
A.8. Sustainable Development
A.9. Innovating
B.1. Application Development
B.2. Component Integration
B.3. Testing
B. BUILD
B.4. Solution Deployment
B.5. Documentation Production
B.6. Systems Engineering
C.1. User Support
C.2. Change Support
C. RUN
C.3. Service Delivery
C.4. Problem Management
D.1. Information Security Strategy Development
D.2. ICT Quality Strategy Development
D.3. Education and Training Provision
D.4. Purchasing
D.5. Sales Proposal Development
D. ENABLE

D.6. Channel Management
D.7. Sales Management
D.8. Contract Management
D.9. Personnel Development
D.10. Information and Knowledge Management
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D.11. Needs Identification
D.12. Digital Marketing
E.1. Forecast Development
E.2. Project and Portfolio Management
E.3. Risk Management
E.4. Relationship Management
E. MANAGE

E.5. Process Improvement
E.6. ICT Quality Management
E.7. Business Change Management
E.8. Information Security Management
E.9. IS Governance

3.3.1.3 SFIA Foundation – Software Engineering Competencies
Name

Software Engineering Competencies – V71

Developing

SFIA Foundation. SFIA stands for Skills Framework for the Information
Age and it is a non-profit organization.

Source

https://sfia-online.org/en/sfia-7/sfia-views/software-engineeringcompetencies

Objective

The goal of SFIA – Software Engineering Competencies is to provide an
overview of core competences that all software engineers should have.
These are complemented by additional competencies related to
management.
According to SFIA: “The set of competencies required depends on the
nature of the employing organisation and/or the specific roles and
responsibilities of the software engineers they employ.”

Structure

•

Category (3)

•

Skills (44)

•

Proficiency level (7)

1

V8 of the SFIA framework is to be released by the end of September 2021, some days before the release of
this deliverable. Due to contractual constraints, we report here v7, which is the information publicly available at the
time of working in this deliverable.
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The categories and skills are identified as follows:
Table 3. SFIA – Software Engineering categories and skills (source: SFIA)
Category

Skill
Requirements definition and management
Systems design
Software design
Programming/software development
Real-time/embedded systems development
Methods and tools
Configuration management

Core software
engineering
competencies

Testing
Systems integration and build
Release and deployment
Quality assurance

Competence
areas

Measurement
Safety engineering
Application support
Systems development management
Project management
Software engineering
management
competencies

Quality management
Conformance review
Safety assessment
Organisational capability development
Business analysis
User research

Related enterprise IT
competencies

User experience analysis
User experience design
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Solution architecture
Data modelling and design
Business process testing
User experience evaluation
Service acceptance
Change management
Incident management
Problem management
Portfolio management
Programme management
Product management
Relationship management
Resourcing
Performance management
Professional development
Enterprise IT governance
Supplier management
Contract management
Financial management
Benefits management

3.3.1.4 SFIA - Big Data
Name

Big data/Data science view

Developing

SFIA Foundation. SFIA stands for Skills Framework for the Information
Age and it is a non-profit organization.

Source

https://sfia-online.org/en/sfia-7/sfia-views/big-data-data-science

Objective

The goal of the Big data/Data science view is to provide an overview of
the most relevant skills for data science, including the lifecycle of data,
data governance and data security.
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Structure

•

Category (4): core software engineering competencies, Software
engineering management competencies, Related enterprise IT
competencies

•

Skill (44)

•

Proficiency level (7)

The categories and skills are identified as follows:
Table 4. SFIA – Big data categories and skills (source: SFIA)
Category

Skill
Information governance
Strategic planning
Enterprise IT governance
Information systems coordination

Data governance skills
Data management
Information assurance
Enterprise and business architecture
Relationship management
Business process improvement

Competence
areas

Innovation
Organisational capability development
Organisation design and implementation
Methods and tools
Data culture and
capability skills

Knowledge management
Measurement
Change implementation planning and management
Competency assessment
Learning delivery
Performance management

Data lifecycle
management skills
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Solution architecture
Requirements definition and management
Data modelling and design
Database design
Business analysis
Systems design
Programming/software development
Business process testing
Testing
Analytics
Data visualisation
Information content authoring
Information content publishing
Database administration
Availability management
Storage management
Capacity management
Quality management
Conformance review
Quality assurance
Data security and
quality skills

Information security
Security administration
Business risk management
Continuity management
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3.3.1.5 SFIA – DevOps
Name

DevOps view

Developing

SFIA Foundation. SFIA stands for Skills Framework for the Information
Age and it is a non-profit organization.

Source

https://sfia-online.org/en/sfia-7/sfia-views/devops-view?path=/glance

Objective

The goal of the DevOps view is to provide an idea of which are the skills
most relevant to DevOps.

Structure

Unstructrured

Competence
areas

Organized around three main pillars, the DevOps culture, the DevOps
automation and the DevOps way of working. Then, for each of these
pillars, skills from other IT disciplines are associated.
1.

2.

3.

DevOps culture: this is related to the transition towards the DevOps
culture and mindset. It implies the following skills:
a.

Organizational capability development

b.

Organization design and implementation

c.

Relationship management

d.

Measurement capability

e.

Competency assessment

f.

IT management

g.

Systems development management

h.

Learning delivery

DevOps automation: this is related to the design and implementation
of practices related to continuous integration (CI) and continuous
deployment (CD). This entails the use of automation to increase the
speed to integrate, release and deploy code into production. The
skills to be considered here are:
a.

Configuration management

b.

Programming / software development

c.

Testing

d.

Systems integration and build

e.

Release and deployment

f.

Database administration

g.

IT infrastructure

DevOps ways of working, which entails the way in which the
processes and procedures are defined within the organization. The
relevant skills here are:
a.

Methods and tools
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b.

Product management

c.

Requirements definition and management

d.

Information security

e.

User experience evaluation

f.

Change management

g.

Incident management

h.

Problem management

i.

Performance management

j.

Professional management

k.

Knowledge management

3.3.1.6 Summary Analysis
The following table summarizes the frameworks analysed above.
Table 5. Summary analysis of the competences frameworks analysed

Name

Developing
organization

Digicomp

European
Commission –
JRC

Initiated by a set
of private
organizations,
e-competence with the support
framework
of the European
Commission.
CEN-CENELEC
standard

SFIA Software
SFIA
Engineering

SFIA Big Data

SFIA DevOps
view

SFIA

SFIA
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Target

Citizens

ICT
stakeholders

Software
Engineers

Data
scientists

Developers
and
operators
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Structure

Domain

•

Competence areas (5)

•

Competences (21)

•

Proficiency Levels (8)

Generic. It
contains a
competence
on
programming

•

Competence areas (5)

•

Competences (40)

•

Proficiency Levels (8)

•

Category (3)

•

Skill (44)

•

Proficiency Level (7)

•

Category (4)

•

Skill (44)

•

Proficiency Level (7)

Unstructured

ICT

Software
Engineering

Big data /
Data science

DevOps
engineers
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The frameworks analysed demonstrated that there are not any specific cloud competences
frameworks nor cloud competences areas identified. In the case of SFIA, the Beta version 8
identifies High Performance Computing which can be extended or related to cloud computing
and in version 7, in the DevOps view, the microservices architecture, one of they key aspects
of cloud native architectures are mentioned but from the point of view of automation.
DigiComp includes a programming competence area focused on programming skills as well
as understanding and knowledge of licenses, which can be relevant for cloud computing
engineers. The e-competence framework and SFIA Software engineering and SFIA Big data,
more specific to the ICT domains, identify core competencies relevant for any IT engineer,
which include also any cloud computing engineer. Hence, it could be concluded hereby that
potentially any software engineer mastering the identified core competencies could easily
become a cloud computing engineer.

3.3.2 Training Offering for Cloud Computing
This sub-section examines the available offering for Cloud Computing skills, gathered through
desk research in two main domains. On the one hand, a selection was made of the most
widespread and impactful online training platforms, taking a global perspective and identifying
which courses related to Cloud Computing were being offered by such platforms.
On the other hand, a more traditional, academic-centred direction of investigation was also
followed, where a selected subset of Universities and high-level education institutions were
chosen, taking into account not only their academic and teaching prominence or ranking, but
also their geographical location and the language of the courses.
The two following sub-sections list and report on the findings of each domain.
3.3.2.1 Online Commercial Trainings
In this sub-section, we have conducted desktop research on the online cloud computing (CC)
courses offered by private/commercial institutions. The mode of these offerings are entirely
remote/online. The market has several online cloud computing courses platforms but only a
handful of Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) platforms. The table below lists the top
MOOC platforms and their offerings
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Table 6. Training offering from commercial online platforms
Structure

Courses

Course
duration

Pricing

Skill level

Number of
users

Udemy

Persons can choose what
they want to learn. Filter
available from topic
relevance, topic duration,
paid or free courses and
level of certification.

164 CC courses offered. AWS Certified
Cloud Practitioner, AWS Certification,
DevOps, Docker, AWS Certified
Solutions Architect, Amazon AWS,
Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud,
Docker, Kubernetes, Microsoft
certification, AWS Lambda, Google
Cloud certification, AWS
CloudFormation, Microsoft AZ 900,
AWS Certified Developer, Automation,
Ansible

Duration of
courses vary
between 1 hour
to 27 hours.

There are 136 paid courses
and 28 free courses. The cost
of paid courses varies, starting
from $19.99 the lowest to
$129.99 the highest.

Beginner level (87
courses), All levels (59
courses), Intermediate (18
courses)

1,072,925 learners

A Cloud Guru

For Individuals, for
businesses. Online courses
offered with lab platforms
available. A la carte course
offering, one can pick and
choose what they want to
learn.

407 CC courses offered. AWS (97
courses), Azure (86 courses), GCP (53
courses), Kubernetes (32 courses),
Linux (142 courses), Cloud, DevOps,
Security, Kubernetes, Terraform,
Ansible

Based on yearly subscription.
$299 per year - $379 per year

Practitioner (187),
Apprentice (122),
Professional (88), Novice
(25). There are 4 learning
paths offered, Azure, AWS,
GCP, Linux - persons can
choose which platform they
want to get skilled in.

4000 enterprises
and around
2Million individuals
users

Structured layout, for
individuals, for businesses. A
la carte course offering. Filter
in terms of job roles and
topics/platforms.

Over 2000 courses: AWS, Azure,
Google cloud, Alibaba cloud, Big Data,
Business management, certifications,
cloud computing fundamentals, cloud
migration, containers, devops, ML,
programming, security, serverless.
They also offer labs, eg hands-on labs,
lab challenges, lab playgrounds etc.

Subscription based model,
separate for individuals and
businesses. For individuals,
monthly pricing from EUR
35/month or EUR 28/month for
yearly subscription. For
businesses, small teams upto
15 persons, EUR50/month for
a yearly subscription. For large
enterprises, custom ordered.

This particular platform
offers courses and
trainings according to the
job role: Cloud architect,
data engineer, devops
engineer, ML engineer,
software engineer

Name

Cloud Academy

LinkedIn
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Prepare for the Microsoft Azure
Fundamentals Exam (AZ-900),
Become a Cloud developer,
Cybersecurity with CC, AWS certified
cloud practitioner exam preparation,
Cloud architecture core concepts,
Learning CC- Cloud Security, Learning
CC- Cloud Storage, Learning CCNetworking, Introduction to CC for IT
Pros, Learning CC- serverless
computing, Cloud ArchitecturesAdvance concepts, AWS Certified
Solution Architect

Coursera

The courses here are offered
in collaboration with public
and/or private institutions, eg,
some courses are offered by
University of Illinois Urbana
Champaign, LearnQuest,
IBM, Google, Duke
University etc.

491 CC courses offered.

Free enrollment

Courses for beginners (346
courses), intermediate (317
courses), advanced (36
courses), mixed (34
courses)

edX

The courses are offered by
different partner
organisations, AWS,
Columbia University, Delft
University of Technology,
EPFL, Harward, Berkeley
etc. The programs are
offered in the category of
MicroBachelor program,
Micromasters program,
professional certificate and
Xseries program.

65 CC courses offered. There are 14
cloud computing programs and 51
cloud computing courses. Each
program comprises of multiple courses.

The lowest priced program
starts from USD 145 up to
$1100. The courses (51) are
offered for free.

Introductory (42),
intermediate (23) and
advanced (4)
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3.3.2.2 Academic Training Offering
The global academic offer of university-level education is enormous. Moreover, country and
university rankings for academic excellence are charged with very strong political and financial
implications and are therefore subjected to immense pressure from many stakeholders,
achieving very high impact despite their often questionable results and methodology (see, e.g.,
the study2 from the European Commission Joint Research Centre).
For the purpose of this document, the actual ranking of an academic institution is not
particularly relevant, as what is needed is more an inclusion/exclusion filter. Given the online
availability of various university rankings, the geographical focus on Europe, and the need to
keep a manageable sample size for this overview investigation, the following selection strategy
was adopted:
1.

Consider ARWU3, QS4, and CWTS Leiden5 rankings

2.

Trivially merge their rankings (sum the three ranking for each institution, then sort lowestfirst) to get the long list6

3.

Include the global Top 15 institutions from the long list

4.

Include the European Top 20 institutions from the long list (minus the ones already
included)

5.

Include the Top 3 institutions from the long list for each EU Member State (minus the ones
already included, and as long as they appear highly enough in at least two of the three
rankings)

The resulting inclusion list is the following one:
1.

Harvard University (https://www.harvard.edu/)

2.

Stanford University (https://www.stanford.edu/)

3.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology (https://web.mit.edu/)

4.

University of Oxford (https://www.ox.ac.uk/)

5.

University of Cambridge (https://www.cam.ac.uk/)

6.

University College London (https://www.ucl.ac.uk/)

7.

California Institute of Technology (https://www.caltech.edu/)

8.

Columbia University (https://www.columbia.edu/)

9.

University of Pennsylvania (https://www.upenn.edu/)

10. Tsinghua University (https://www.tsinghua.edu.cn/en/index.htm)

2

Saisana M, D`Hombres B, Saltelli A. Rickety numbers: Volatility of university rankings and policy implications.
RESEARCH POLICY 40 (1); 2011. p. 165-177. JRC48717
3

2021
Academic
Ranking
of
http://www.shanghairanking.com/rankings/arwu/2021

World

Universities.

Available

at

4

QS World University Rankings 2022. Available at https://www.topuniversities.com/university-rankings/worlduniversity-rankings/2022
5

CWTS Leiden Ranking 2021. Available at https://www.leidenranking.com/ranking/2021/list

6

This is the same method used by the ARTU meta-ranking, but with the Times Higher Education ranking
swapped out for the Leiden ranking, to privilege bibliometrically sound excellence measurements
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11. Princeton University (https://www.princeton.edu/)
12. Yale University (https://www.yale.edu/)
13. Cornell University (https://www.cornell.edu/)
14. University of Chicago (https://www.uchicago.edu/)
15. Johns Hopkins University (https://www.jhu.edu/)
16. ETH Zürich (https://ethz.ch/en.html)
17. Imperial College London (https://www.imperial.ac.uk/)
18. University of Manchester (https://www.manchester.ac.uk/)
19. University of Edinburgh (https://www.ed.ac.uk/)
20. King’s College London (https://www.kcl.ac.uk/)
21. University of Copenhagen (https://www.ku.dk/english/)
22. Technical University of Munich (https://www.tum.de/en/)
23. Sorbonne University (https://www.sorbonne-universite.fr/en)
24. University of Zurich (https://www.uzh.ch/en.html)
25. University of Munich – LMU (https://www.lmu.de/en/index.html)
26. EPF Lausanne (https://www.epfl.ch/en/)
27. University of Bristol (https://www.bristol.ac.uk/)
28. University of Amsterdam (https://www.uva.nl/en)
29. Heidelberg University (https://www.uni-heidelberg.de/en)
30. KU Leuven (https://www.kuleuven.be/english/)
31. Utrecht University (https://www.uu.nl/en)
32. Université Paris-Saclay (https://www.universite-paris-saclay.fr/en)
33. University of Vienna: https://www.univie.ac.at/en/
34. Technical University of Vienna: https://www.tuwien.at/en/
35. University of Innsbruck: https://www.uibk.ac.at/index.html.en
36. Ghent University: https://www.ugent.be/en
37. Free University of Brussels: https://www.vub.be/en/home
38. Sofia University: https://www.uni-sofia.bg/eng/
39. University of Zagreb: http://www.unizg.hr/homepage/
40. Rijeka University: https://uniri.hr/en/home/
41. University of Cyprus: https://www.ucy.ac.cy/en/
42. Charles University: https://cuni.cz/UKEN-1.html
43. Masaryk University: https://www.muni.cz/en
44. Czech Technical University in Prague: https://www.cvut.cz/en/
45. Aarhus University: https://international.au.dk/
46. Technical University of Denmark: https://www.dtu.dk/English
47. University of Tartu: https://www.ut.ee/en
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48. Aalto University: https://www.aalto.fi/en
49. University of Turku: https://www.utu.fi/en
50. Université PSL: https://psl.eu/en
51. Aristotle University of Thessaloniki: https://www.auth.gr/en/
52. National and Kapodistrian University of Athens: https://en.uoa.gr/
53. National Technical University of Athens: https://www.ntua.gr/en/
54. University of Szeged: https://u-szeged.hu/english
55. Eötvös Loránd University: https://www.elte.hu/en/
56. University of Debrecen: https://edu.unideb.hu/
57. Trinity College Dublin: https://www.tcd.ie/
58. University College Dublin: https://www.ucd.ie/
59. University College Cork: https://www.ucc.ie/en/
60. Università di Padova: https://www.unipd.it/en/
61. Sapienza Università di Roma: https://www.uniroma1.it/en/pagina-strutturale/home
62. Università di Bologna: https://www.unibo.it/en
63. Riga Technical University: https://www.rtu.lv/en
64. Vilnius University: https://www.vu.lt/en
65. University of Luxembourg: https://wwwen.uni.lu/
66. University of Malta: https://www.um.edu.mt/
67. University of Groningen: https://www.rug.nl/?lang=en
68. Jagiellonian University: https://en.uj.edu.pl/
69. University of Warsaw: https://irk.uw.edu.pl/en-gb/
70. Universidade de Lisboa: https://www.ulisboa.pt/en
71. University of Porto: https://sigarra.up.pt/up/en/
72. University of Coimbra: https://www.uc.pt/en
73. Babes-Bolyai University: https://www.ubbcluj.ro/en/
74. Comenius University in Bratislava: https://uniba.sk/en
75. University of Ljubljana: https://www.uni-lj.si/eng/
76. University of Barcelona: https://www.ub.edu/web/portal/en/
77. Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona: https://www.uab.cat/web/universitat-autonoma-debarcelona-1345467954774.html
78. Universidad Autónoma de Madrid: https://www.uam.es/uam/en/inicio
79. University of Uppsala: https://www.uu.se/en/
80. Lund University: https://www.lunduniversity.lu.se/
81. Stockholm University: https://www.su.se/english/
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After performing desk research starting from the Web sites of all the universities in the
consolidated lists and looking for Cloud-computing relevant courses, the overall results have
been reported in the following Table 7.
Table 7. Cloud computing course offering from the main academic institutions as of September 2021

Search URL

Developing
Organization

Structure and Targets
5 courses were found:

https://summer.harvard.edu/cours
e-catalog/courses?keyword=Cloud

Harvard

•
•
•
•
•

https://onlinelearning.harvard.edu/catalog?subj
ect[]=3

Harvard (online)

Several "CS50 for ...". Overview of modern
Computer Science through a series of top-down
lectures. Includes cloud computing in the topics

https://onlinelearning.harvard.edu/course/dataanalysis-life-sciences-6-highperformance-computingreproducible-genomics?delta=0

Harvard (online)

Data Scientists. The course mentions cloud-scale
genomic databases to access and learn how to use
for scientific research purposes

CSCI S-49A: Developers, Operations
CSCI S-14A: Developers
CSCI S-33A: Developers
ISMT S-599: Digital Entrepreneurs
CSCI S-1B: Business Professionals

10 courses were found:
•
•

https://explorecourses.stanford.ed
u/search?view=catalog&filtercoursestatus-Active=on&q=Cloud

•
•
Stanford

•
•
•
•
•
•

https://online.stanford.edu/searchcatalog?type=course&keywords=C Stanford (online)
loud&free_or_paid[free]=free

BIODS 253 (SW Eng for scientists)
BIOMEDIN 222 / CS 273C / GENE 222 (biology
and health care students with system
development aims)
CS 106E (Intro to CS for non-CS students)
CS 309A (CC introductory seminar for
SCI/ENG/CS/BIZ/EDU/MED/LAW)
CS 349D (research seminar on CC, both
academia and industry)
CS 349F (developers of financial systems)
EE 392I (seminar series on CC evolution)
EE 392K (developers, data scientists)
MED 232 (undergrad/grad/med students))
MKTG 539 (Digital Marketers)

No relevant courses found
4 courses were found:

http://student.mit.edu/catalog/sear
ch.cgi?search=Cloud

MIT

•
•
•
•

https://www.edx.org/school/mitx

MIT (online)

No relevant courses found

http://www.cs.ox.ac.uk/softeng/cou
rses/subjects.html

Oxford
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Search URL

Developing
Organization

Structure and Targets
•
•

https://www.conted.ox.ac.uk/cours
es/artificial-intelligence-cloud-andedgeimplementations?code=O21C066
H6Y

CLO (Developer, Data Scientists)
CLS (Architects, Operations, Security
Engineers)

1 course was found:
Oxford (online)

•

O21C066H6Y (AI-at-the-edge developers)

3 courses were found:
https://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/teaching/
2021/

Cambridge

•
•
•

ConcDisSys (System Engineers)
CloudComp (Developers, Operations)
R209 (Security Engineers)

https://www.ucl.ac.uk/modulecatalogue?collection=drupalmodulecatalogue&facetsort=alpha&num_r
anks=20&daat=10000&query=Clo
ud&sort=relevance

UCL

•
•

https://www.ucl.ac.uk/shortcourses/search-courses/clouddata-centres-and-edge-computing

UCL (short/CPD)

Practical short course, geared towards System
Engineers and Operations

2 courses were found:
ELEC0137 (System Engineer, Operations)
ELEC0033 (System Engineer, Operations)

1 course was found:
https://catalog.caltech.edu/current/
courses/undergrad/2020-21

CalTech

•

CS/IDS 142 (Developers)

7 courses were found:
•
•
•
https://doc.search.columbia.edu/cl
asses/Cloud?semes=20212&subte Columbia
rm=all

•
•
•
•

IEORE4526 (Developers, Data Scientists)
BIGDN0101 (Freshmen, High Schoolers)
TMGTK5400 (DB Admin, System Engineers,
Solution Architects)
TMGTK5120 (IT Leaders, Technical Managers)
CSEEW4824 (Computer/HW Engineer,
Systems Engineers)
MATHG5430 (Developers, Data Scientists,
Financial Quants)
EMPAU6105 (IT Leaders, Public Servants,
Policy Makers)

10 courses were found:

https://catalog.upenn.edu/coursesearch/

•
UPenn

•
•

Search term: "Cloud Computing"
•
•
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MUSA 509 (Geospatial Cloud Computing &
Visualization)
NETS 212 (Scalable and Cloud Computing)
BE 516 (Introduction to High-Performance
Scientific Computing)
COMM 313 (Computational Text Analysis for
Communication Research)
CIMS 103 (Television and New Media)
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Search URL

Developing
Organization

Structure and Targets
•
•
•
•
•

CIS 455 (Internet and Web Systems)
CIS 555 (Internet and Web Systems)
ECON 262 (Market Design)
OIDD 314 (Enabling Technologies)
OIDD 613 (Online Business Models and the
Information-Based Firm)

2 courses were found:
https://www.tsinghua.edu.cn/en/pd
f/20182019UndergraduateEnglishTaught
Courses.pdf

Tsinghua
University

•
•

30510202 (Management Information Systems)
30470084 (Operating System)

5 courses were found:
•
•
https://courses.yale.edu/?keyword
=cloud%20computing&srcdb=202
103

•
•

Yale

•

CPSC 434 (Topics in Networked Systems)
CPSC 456 (Wireless Technologies and the
Internet of Things)
CPSC 534 (Topics in Networked Systems)
EENG 451 (Wireless Technologies and the
Internet of Things)
MGT 660 (Advanced Management of Software
Development)

6 courses were found:
•
https://courses.cornell.edu/search
_advanced.php?cur_cat_oid=41&fi
lter%5Bkeyword%5D=Cloud&filter
%5B3%5D=1&filter%5B31%5D=1

•
•
•

Cornell

•
•

https://registrar.uchicago.edu/class
es
University of
Chicago
Search "Cloud", Term Spring 2021

CS 6465 (Emerging Cloud Technologies and
Systems Challenges)
CS 5412 (Cloud Computing)
ECE 5710 (Datacenter Computing)
PADM 5472 (Leveraging Information
Technology for Public and Nonprofit
Management)
CS 5781 - Machine Learning Engineering
EAS 5555 - Numerical Techniques for Weather
and Climate Modeling

1 course was found:
•

MPCS 51083/1 (Cloud computing)

6 courses were found:
•
https://ecatalogue.jhu.edu/search/?search
=cloud

Johns Hopkins
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AS.470.700 Cloud Computing in the Public
Sector
EN.601.419 Cloud Computing
EN.601.819. Selected Topics in Cloud
Computing and Networked Systems
EN.650.663 Cloud Computing Security
EN.605.635 Cloud Computing
EN.605.731 Survey of Cloud Computing
Security
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Search URL

Developing
Organization

Structure and Targets
11 courses were found:
•
•

http://www.vvz.ethz.ch/Vorlesungs
verzeichnis/sucheLehrangebotPre.
view?lang=en
Catalogue Data = "cloud"

•
•
ETH Zurich

Autumn Semester 2021

•
•
•
•

Spring Semester 2021
•
•
•

227-0085-33L (Projects & Seminars:
Accelerating Genome Analysis with FPGAs,
GPUs, and New Execution Paradigms)
227-0085-36L (Projects & Seminars: Genome
Sequencing on Mobile Devices)
265-0103-00L (Applied Information Technology)
364-1140-00L (Hacking for Social Sciences An Applied Guide to Programming with Data)
263-3845-00L (Data Management Systems)
365-1143-00L (Digital Transformation:
Integrating Cloud and Business)
072-0103-00L (Module 3: Networking)
227-0150-00L (Systems-on-Chip for Data
Analytics and Machine Learning)
227-0966-00L (Quantitative Big Imaging: From
Images to Statistics)
263-3855-00L (Cloud Computing Architecture)
860-0024-00L (Digital Society: Ethical, Societal
and Economic Challenges)

4 courses were found:
•
https://kurser.ku.dk/#q=cloud&sear
ched=1

University of
Copenhagen

•
•
•

NDAB16014U (Development of Cloud-Based
Health Apps)
NDAK18001U (Big Data Systems)
HMKK03612U (Digital Cultural Politics)
JJUA55083U (International Commercial
Contracts)

2 courses were found:
https://www.in.tum.de/en/currentstudents/modules-andcourses/module-catalog/

https://sciences.sorbonneuniversite.fr/en/formationsciences/masters/masterinformatique/digit-International

TU Munich

•
•

IN2073 (Cloud Computing)
IN2386 (Cloud-Based Data Processing)

1 course was found
Sorbonne
University

•

CLOUD (Cloud Computing)

1 full master program was found:
https://sciences.sorbonneuniversite.fr/node/3218

Sorbonne
University

•

EIT Digital Master School - Cloud and Network
Infrastructure (CNI)

2 courses were found:
https://studentservices.uzh.ch/uzh/
anonym/vvzsearch/?saplanguage=EN&sap-uilanguage=EN#/SearchSM/2021/0
03

University of
Zurich
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(L+E))
03SMMOEC0593 (Prototyping data science
products (S))
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Search URL
https://lsf.verwaltung.unimuenchen.de/qisserver/rds?state=
wsearchv&search=1&subdir=vera
nstaltung&veranstaltung.dtxt=Clou
d&veranstaltung.semester=20212
&P_start=0&P_anzahl=12&P.sort=
&_form=display

Developing
Organization

Structure and Targets
2 courses were found:

University of
Munich

•
•

16350 ( Grid und Cloud Computing)
16351 (Übung zu Grid und Cloud Computing)

10 courses were found:
•
•
•
•
https://search.epfl.ch/?filter=cours
es&q=Cloud

•

EPFL

•
•
•
•
•

https://www.bris.ac.uk/unitprogrammecatalogue/Search.jsa?ayrCode=21
%2F22&searchDomain=UNITS&s
earchTerm=cloud&searchType=un
its

EE-733 (Design and Optimization of Internet-ofThings Systems)
EE-490(g) (Lab on app development for tablets
and smartphones)
COM-308 (Internet analytics)
ME-498 (Continuous improvement of
manufacturing systems)
MICRO-624 (Wearables and implantables for
personalized and preventive healthcare)
CS-451 (Distributed algorithms)
ChE-601 (Hands-on with Research Data
Management in Chemistry)
CS-471 (Advanced multiprocessor architecture)
CS-449 (Systems for data science)
COM-490 (Large-scale data science for realworld data)

1 course was found:
Uni Bristol

•

COMSM0072 (Cloud Computing and Big Data)

8 courses were found:
•
•
https://studiegids.uva.nl/xmlpages/
page/2021-2022-en/search-course

•
University of
Amsterdam

Search: Cloud

•
•
•
•
•

5364DCBS6Y (DevOps and Cloud-based
Software)
6314M0372Y (Digital Transformation and
Strategic Innovation)
6614ZF032Y (Fintech: Blockchain,
Cryptocurrencies & Smart Contracts)
5284HPCB6Y (High Performance Computing
and Big Data)
118221012Y (Histories of Digital Culture)
6614ZB058Y (Leading digital Business
Transformation)
6314M0310Y (Theories of Digital Business)
5284WSCB6Y (Web Services and Cloud-Based
Systems)

6 courses were found:
https://onderwijsaanbod.kuleuven.
be/oa/find/?taal=E#/?q=Cloud&idx
=ALL&jaar=2021&taal=e&isvertali
ng=0

KU Leuven
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B-KUL-I0W57A (Land-Climate Dynamics)
B-KUL-YI1501 (Data and Knowledge Graphs on
the Web)
B-KUL-H00Y4A (Big Data Analytics
Programming)
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Search URL

Developing
Organization

Structure and Targets
•
•
•

B-KUL-G0Z39A (Modern Data Analytics)
B-KUL-H0E85A (Hardware Security)
B-KUL-S0D35B (Digital Public Governance)

9 courses were found:
•
•
•
•
https://ufind.univie.ac.at/en/search. University of
html?filter=courses&query=Cloud
Vienna

•
•
•
•
•

052511 (Cloud Computing)
052211 (Cloud Gaming)
251185 (PF 3.1 IT Infrastructure)
040423 (Enterprise Resource Planning
Systems 1)
251153 (Datenschutz- und
Datensicherheitsrecht)
530007 (Introduction to High Level
Programming for Chemistry Students)
030522 (Current legal questions on innovation
and digitalisation)
052713 (Network Security)
230059 (Digitalisation, Knowledge and Culture)

4 courses were found:

https://lfuonline.uibk.ac.at/public/lf
uonline_lv.home?sem_id_in=21W
&suche_in=cloud

University of
Innsbruck

•
•
•
•

703087 (VO Distributed Systems)
703088 (PS Distributed Systems)
703320 (Secure and Distributed Computing A:
Scheduling Approaches in Distributed Systems)
976407 (Legal and Tax Strategies for Digital
Businesses)

6 courses were found:

https://learn.fmi.unisofia.bg/course/search.php?q=Clo
ud&areaids=core_course-course

University of
Sofia

•
•
•
•
•
•

https://www.fer.unizg.hr/en/studies
/bachelor/eit
https://www.fer.unizg.hr/en/studies
/bachelor/computing

Cloud Computing and Technologies
Cloud Startup
Virtualization and Cloud Computing
Mass dissemination of information on the
Internet
Cloud computing and technology
Cloud technologies and architectures

3 courses were found:
University of
Zagreb

•
•
•

223394 (Introduction to Data Science)
222942 (Analysis of Massive Datasets)
223391 (Networked Multimedia Services)

https://www.fer.unizg.hr/en/studies
/master/computing
1 course was found:
https://www.inf.uniri.hr/images/en/
Curriculum_undergraduate_2021.
pdf

Rijeka University
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Search URL

Developing
Organization

Structure and Targets
11 courses were found

https://is.muni.cz/predmety/?pvysl
=9295723;lang=en

Masaryk University

Search: cloud

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ESF:MPH_CCRM (Cloud CRM)
FI:PA200 (Cloud Computing)
PrF:MVV60K (Cybersecurity Law)
FI:PV177 (Laboratory of Networks)
FI:PV204 (Security Technologies)
FI:PV260 (Software Quality)
PrF:LI204Z (Softwarové právo / Software Law)
ESF:BPH_PINF (Business Informatics)
FF:ISKED04 (Educational technology)
ESF:MKH_PIPM (Business Informatics for
managers)
FF:PGBICT06 (Online Learning Environments)

5 courses were found:
•
https://kursuskatalog.au.dk/en?yea
r=2021Aarhus University
2022&page=1&search=cloud

•
•
•
•

520172U003 (Building the Internet of Things
with P2P and Cloud Computing)
SWTDISP-01 (Distributed Systems in Practice)
450202U010 (Digital Business Development)
460151U044 (Digital Business Innovation and
Social Media)
460204U008 (Digital Innovation)

20 courses were found:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
https://kurser.dtu.dk/search?Cours
eCode=&SearchKeyword=cloud

Technical
University of
Denmark

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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02132 (Computer Systems)
02135 (Introduction to Cyber Systems)
02148 (Introduction to Coordination in
Distributed Applications)
02258 (Parallel Computer Systems)
02267 (Software Development of Web
Services)
02476 (Machine Learning Operations)
02G05 (Enterprise security Architectures)
22100 (R for Bio Data Science)
34315 (Internet of things – application and
infrastructure implementation)
34346 (Networking technologies and application
development for Internet of Things (IoT))
34370 (Cloud Networking)
42382 (Industry 4.0 in Operations Management)
62407 (Internet of Things - Theory and
Practice)
62416 (Advanced Mobile Application
Development)
62530 (Network Security)
62533 (Applied Machine Learning and Big
Data)
62547 (Embedded C/C++ Smart Applications)
62573 (Programming intelligent vehicles and
Mobile Applications)
62575 (Security in Embedded Systems)
62583 (Programming of embedded wireless
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Search URL

Developing
Organization

Structure and Targets
systems and sensors)

2 courses were found:
https://www.ut.ee/sites/default/files
/www_ut/academic_year_20212022_16.xlsx

•
University of Tartu
•

MTAT.03.280 (Mobile and Cloud Computing
Seminar (3. part))
LTAT.06.009 (Mobile Computing and Internet of
Things)

10 courses were found:
•
•

https://courses.aalto.fi/courses/s/gl
obalsearch/Cloud?language=en_US

Aalto University

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CS-E4660 (Advanced Topics in Software
Systems D)
CHEM-E7195 (Automation systems in Context
of Process Systems Engineering)
CS-E4640 (Big Data Platforms D)
CS-E4190 (Cloud Software and Systems D)
CS-EJ4103 (Cloud Systems and Technologies
D)
MLI26C740 (Digital Disruption)
CS-EJ4101 (Introduction to DevOps D)
CS-E5120 (Introduction to Digital Business and
Venturing D)
CS-E4100 (Mobile Cloud Computing D)
CS-E4300 (Network Security D)

5 courses were found:
•
https://opas.peppi.utu.fi/en/haku/Cl
oud?period=2020-2022

•
University of Turku

•
•
•

DTEK0095 (Distributed Software Systems and
Cloud Services)
DTEK1066 (Techniques for Distributed Systems
and Cloud Services)
TJ093603 (Introduction to Cloud Computing)
ÅA__1248 (Special Course in CS: Spring Boot
in Google Cloud)
ÅA__5150 (Cloud Computing)

2 courses were found:
National and
Kapodistrian
https://www.di.uoa.gr/cs/st/courses
University of
Athens

•
•

M125.CS (Cloud Computing Systems)
M125.IC1B (Cloud Computing Systems)

1 course was found:
http://sci.uszeged.hu/english/education/curric
ula

https://www.edu.unideb.hu/tartalo
m/downloads/Computer%20Scien
ce%20BSc%20bulletin-2017.pdf
https://www.edu.unideb.hu/tartalo
m/downloads/Computer%20Scien
ce%20MSc%20bulletin-2017.pdf

University of
Szeged

•

PROGRAM SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT

4 courses were found:
University of
Debrecen
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INBMA0420-17 (OPERATING SYSTEMS)
INBPA9925L (Cloud computing)
INMPA9919L (Advanced cloud computing)
INMPA9924-17 (ADVANCED SOFTWARE
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Search URL

Developing
Organization

Structure and Targets
ARCHITECHTURE PATTERNS)

2 courses were found:
https://teaching.scss.tcd.ie/?s=Clo
ud

Trinity College
Dublin

•
•

CS7NS1 (Scalable Computing)
CSU44000 (Internet Applications)

3 courses were found:
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/!W_HU_ME
NU.P_PUBLISH?p_tag=MODSEA
RCHALL

University College
Dublin

•
•
•

COMP3006J (Cloud Computing)
COMP30520 (Cloud Computing (UG))
COMP47780 (Cloud Computing)

7 courses were found:

https://www.ucc.ie/admin/registrar/
modules/

University College
Cork

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CS3061 (Systems and Software Practices)
CS4508 (Software System Engineering)
CS6312 (Mobile Devices and Systems)
CS6318 (Advanced Topics in Networking)
CS6327 (Internet of Things: Technology and
Application)
CS3204 (Cloud Infrastructure and Services)
CS6313 (Services and Mobile Middleware)

5 courses were found:

https://corsidilaurea.uniroma1.it/en
/corso/2021/29932/cds

Sapienza
Università di Roma

•
•
•
•
•

1047624 (DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS)
1047627 (FOUNDATIONS OF DATA
SCIENCE)
1041764 (BIG DATA COMPUTING)
1047205 (CLOUD COMPUTING)
1047623 (DATA AND NETWORK SECURITY)

3 courses were found:
https://www.unibo.it/en/teaching/co
urse-unitcatalogue?search=True&descrizio
neMateria=cloud&annoAccademic Università di
o=2021&codiceAmbito=&codiceCa Bologna
mpus=&codiceTipoCorso=&linguaI
nsegnamento=&DescInsegnament
oButton=cerca

•
•
•

84531 (Infrastructures For Cloud Computing
and Big Data M)
84533 (Project Work on Infrastructures for
Cloud Computing and Big Data M)
81942 (SCALABLE AND CLOUD
PROGRAMMING)

2 courses were found:
https://stud.rtu.lv/rtu/spr_export/pr
og_pdf_en.75
https://stud.rtu.lv/rtu/spr_export/pr
og_pdf_en.76

Riga Technical
University
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RAE359 (Distributed Systems in
Telecommunications)
RAE475 (Telecomunications and Computer
Networks)
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Search URL

Developing
Organization

Structure and Targets
1 course was found:

https://is.vu.lt/pls/pub/vustud.public
Vilnius University
_ni$wwwtprs.dalsar_show

•

17533 (Programming in Cloud Computing)

2 courses were found:
https://wwwen.uni.lu/content/downl
oad/138518/1578697/file/BINFO.p
df

University of
Luxembourg

•
•

40 (Cloud-Based Applications)
44 (Parallel and Distributed Systems)

4 courses were found:

https://www.rug.nl/ocasys/rechten

University of
Groningen

•
•
•
•

WMCS005-05 (Web and Cloud Computing)
RGMBE50005 (Regulation of digital
technologies)
WMCS017-05 (Scalable Computing)
UCG2SC11 (Big Data - Data Science)

2 courses were found:
https://sylabus.uj.edu.pl/en/4/1/2/7/ Jagiellonian
74
University

•
•

UJ.WFAIIST00S.1140.6042242595269.2
(Google Associate Cloud Engineer)
UJ.WFAIIST00S.1140.604228710f231.21
(Google Data Analyst)

2 courses were found:
https://fenix.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/curs
os/meic-a/curriculo

Universidade de
Lisboa

•
•

AVExe (Cloud Computing and Virtualization)
AOBD (Data and Information Systems
Management)

2 courses were found:
https://sigarra.up.pt/feup/en/cur_g
eral.cur_planos_estudos_view?pv
_plano_id=31204&pv_ano_lectivo
=2021&pv_tipo_cur_sigla=

University of Porto

https://secretariavirtual.uam.es/doa/consultaPublica
/look[conpub]InicioPubGuiaDocAs Universidad
Autónoma de
https://www.uam.es/EPS/documen Madrid
to/1446747511369/32497_COMP
_esp.pdf
https://uu.se/en/admissions/master
/selma/studieplan/?pKod=TDV2M
&pInr=DATA
https://www.uu.se/en/admissions/
master/selma/studieplan/?planId=
1473&pKod=TDA2M&pInr=DAEN

•
•

M.EIC004 (Large Scale Distributed Systems)
M.EIC002 (Large Scale Software Development)

1 course was found:
•

32497 (Computación a Gran Escala)

3 courses were found:
University of
Uppsala
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1TD265 (Applied Cloud Computing)
1TD075 (Data Engineering II)
1TD268 (Large Datasets for Scientific
Applications)
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Search URL

Developing
Organization

Structure and Targets

https://www.uu.se/en/admissions/
master/selma/studieplan/?pKod=T
BV2M

The information gathered by examining the academic offering related to cloud computing,
captured in the table above, provides a good basis for a first analysis of the impact that cloud
computing rise and widespread adoption has had on European academic institution and their
formative programmes, from the undergraduate to the master and doctoral levels. The main
themes that emerged from this first, qualitative analysis are listed and described in the
following.
Firstly, cloud computing is computing. Disruptive as it may be, cloud computing is and
remains part of computer science and engineering, and its feasibility is rooted in old and new
theorems about computer architecture, networking, distributed systems and databases.
Therefore it is not surprising that the majority of the university courses that reference cloud
computing belong to a computer science or engineering programme.
Secondly, IT professions are multi-faceted. Even when limiting the analysis to strict CS/EE
study programmes, courses can be classified as more programming-centric, architecturecentric (hardware or network), and operations-centric. It is clear that a future IT professional
will need more than one single university course to receive a well-rounded education on cloud
computing, and that, already at the undergraduate level, students are able to shape their
different professional identities (software developer, data centre architect, security engineer,
etc.) and future career paths. A particularly relevant case is computer security, with a relatively
large number of courses that take into account security of cloud systems either as a part of a
more traditional network and distributed systems security course or as a standalone, cloudspecific module.
Thirdly, computer science has good neighbours. The emphasis put by cloud computing on
remote access, scalability and data-centric architectures, together with the Big Data and AI
trends that are themselves enabled by cloud computing, made several branches of science
take note. A good number of cloud-aware courses are offered within several STEM
programmes, from chemistry to climate science, from biology to industrial engineering. These
courses, while highly technical in their content, do not usually separate too much between
computer architecture, software development, and IT operations but rather take a more
practical and integrated approach where the goal is to leverage cloud computing for one’s
(non-IT) professional objectives. In a few cases, cloud computing topics are combined with
HPC or Big Data analytics.
Then there is a further layer of influence that cloud computing exerts on academic programmes
outside engineering and science and into the realm of business, management, and marketing.
The corresponding faculties have recognized not only that cloud computing potential for
business model disruption rivals if not surpasses in impact its technical counterparts, but were
often able to situate cloud computing as a pillar or enabler of an even larger megatrend of
digital transformation. Thus courses can be found with names such as Digital
Transformation: Integrating Cloud and Business or Digital Transformation and Strategic
Innovation. A similar situation can be observed in the domain of Law, where a growing
awareness of the challenging nature of digital transformation and data protection from a legal
point of view, in conjunction with a transnational perspective that encompasses European
norms and laws, prompted universities in various states to include courses such as
Cybersecurity Law in their Law programmes.
Lastly, at least in a significant minority of the examined universities, the awareness of cloud
computing already went beyond the scientific, technical, and economical spheres to embrace
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the overall societal impact that cloud computing and its applications have: let us not forget or
overlook that so-called Web-scale cloud computing is one of the core enablers of global
dominance in online retail and social networks, with the well-known and not necessarily
positive impact on labour market, tax revenues, democratic processes and public discourse. It
is now, unsurprisingly, programmes in the humanities or in the arts that ensure we will not turn
a blind eye to this cloud computing big picture, offering courses such as Histories of Digital
Culture or Digital Public Governance.
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4 INITIAL FINDINGS AND RESULTS
4.1 Identified training needs
According to the Digital Skills and Jobs Coalition7, Europe lacks skilled ICT specialists to fill
the growing number of job vacancies in all sectors of the economy. The share of enterprises,
excluding the financial sector, with hard-to-fill vacancies for ICT specialists rose from 37-38%
in 2013 and 2014 to about 58% in 20188. This applies to both general level and expert level
digital skills requirements. The ICT sector is experiencing a very fast development: the world
has never been before more interconnected, smarter, and digital. The COVID-19 pandemic
has certainly accelerated new social habits and working modes, moving many activities from
the physical to the digital arena. Due to this impact in the digital domain, the development of
all digital activities from content delivery, communications, cybersecurity, cloud, and data
management has grown exponentially and it is expected to continue growing. Therefore, the
ICT sector needs to adjust its capability to fill this rapid, high intensity development of the hitech domains with very specialized talent for the new requirements. However, the sector, and
particularly its SMEs -that represent over than 99% (ec.europa.eu/eurostat), is struggling with
skills shortages in these domains.
Our analyses have evidenced that the access for companies and organizations to appropriate
hi-tech ICT skills in the very specialized domain of cloud infrastructures is a growing problem
which is not currently fully covered with the current offer. The education and training systems
are still providing a limited respond to this demand without tackling the potential skills gap by
adapting their offerings at the required market speed. Nevertheless, the demanding skills to
become an expert in Cloud computing does not necessarily need to come only from the
academia. Businesses and, more specific, the ICT sector are moving to a life-long learning
approach so that people can adapt their skills as needed thorough their life. Companies are
training their teams themselves.
The frameworks analysed demonstrated that there are not any exclusive cloud competences
frameworks nor cloud competences areas identified. Indeed, most analysed frameworks
include specialised competence areas that are relevant for cloud computing businesses.
Furthermore, any deep software-related competence frameworks, such as computation theory,
software engineering & management, big data, AI and data analytics, or cybersecurity &
system safety could easily become a good functional base for the cloud business need.

4.2 Proposed main training topics classification and scoring
Information Technology is a broad and fast evolving knowledge field that includes different
interdependent research and engineering topics, ranging from technologies and applications
to practices, methodologies or concepts. It is a challenge to classify the whole knowledge field
into meaningful categories to help the communication and a common understanding of their
relationships as well as the dynamics of their research and business demands and evolution.
As such, there are some approaches that provide an IT knowledge fields classification or any
of its main areas:

7

Digital skills and jobs coalition. Available at: https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/policies/digital-skillscoalition
“Hard-to-fill ICT vacancies: an increasing challenge”; Eurostat,
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/products-eurostat-news/-/DDN-20200221-1
8
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•

ACM Computing Classification System9.

•

ISO/IEC JTC 1 Information Technology10.

•

Software Engineering Body of Knowledge (SWEBOK)11.

•

Horizon Europe Programme, Cluster Digital, Industry and Space12.

•

NESSI´s SRIA13.

•

Electronic Component and Systems SRIA14.

•

ThoughtWorks technology radar15.

•

CompTIA´s framework16.

•

PLANETIC AEII – Research and Innovation Strategy Agenda17.

The proposal to represent the main training topics for the cloud industry is to use a selected
subset version of the ACM´s Computing Classification System with those related knowledge
fields. The following table covers the first two levels of the taxonomy with a scoring made by
the Hub4Cloud team:

9

The 2012 ACM Computing Classification System. Available at: https://dl.acm.org/ccs

10

ISO/IEC
JTC
1
Information
https://www.iso.org/committee/45020.html

Technology

working

groups

in

2020.

Available

at:

11

Guide to the Software Engineering Body of Knowledge, SWEBOK v3 of 2013. Available at:
https://www.computer.org/education/bodies-of-knowledge/software-engineering/v3
12

Work programme 2021-222 for the Digital, Industry and Space Cluster under Horizon Europe Programme.
Available
at:
https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/docs/2021-2027/horizon/wp-call/20212022/wp-7-digital-industry-and-space_horizon-2021-2022_en.pdf
13

NESSI´s
Strategic
Research
and
Innovation
europe.com/files/NESSI_SRIA_2017_issue_1.pdf
14

Available
at:
SRIA2021_final.pdf

Agenda,

2017;

online:

http://www.nessi-

https://www.smart-systems-integration.org/system/files/document/2021-01-15_ECS-

15

ThoughtWorks´ Technology Radar, vol. 23; online: https://assets.thoughtworks.com/assets/technology-radarvol-23-en.pdf
16

CompTIA´s IT framework, IT Industry Outlook 2020,
https://www.comptia.org/content/research/it-industry-outlook-2020
17

November

2019.

Available

at:

Agenda Estratégica de Investigación e Innovación, PLANETIC, v5.0, January 2020 (Spanish). Available at:
https://www.planetic.es/sites/default/files/planetic/public/contentfiles/page/PLANETIC_AEII_2019_v1.pdf?utm_source=home&utm_medium=banner&utm_campaign=aeii&utm_ter
m=2019
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Table 8. Proposed main training topics classification and scoring – specialised

ACM´s level 1

Software and its
engineering

Computer systems
organization

Computing
methodologies

ACM´s level 2

Score

Software organization and properties

*

Software notations and tools

**

Software creation and management

***

Real-time systems

**

Parallel computing methodologies

***

Distributed computing methodologies

***

Concurrent computing methodologies

***

Architectures
Computer systems
organization

Embedded and cyber-physical systems
Dependable and fault-tolerant systems and
networks

Information systems

***
***
**

Data management systems

***

Information storage systems

***

Information systems applications

**

World Wide Web

*

Information retrieval

*
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ACM´s level 1

ACM´s level 2

Score
*

Cryptography
***
Formal methods and theory of security
***
Security services
***
Intrusion/anomaly detection and malware
mitigation
Security in hardware

***

Systems security

***

Network security

***

Database and storage security

***

Software and application security

***

Human and societal aspects of security and
privacy

***

Models of computation

***

Formal languages and automata theory

**

Computational complexity and cryptography

***

Logic

***

Design and analysis of algorithms

***

Randomness, geometry and discrete structures

***

Theory and algorithms for application domains

***

Semantics and reasoning

***

Security and privacy

Theory of computation
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ACM´s level 1

Mathematics of
computing

ACM´s level 2

Score

Discrete mathematics

**

Probability and statistics

**

Mathematical software

**

Information theory

***

Mathematical analysis

*

Continuous mathematics

*

Network algorithms

**

Network services

*

Symbolic and algebraic manipulation

**

Artificial intelligence

***

Machine learning

***

Modeling and simulation

***

Computer graphics

*

Human computer interaction (HCI)

***

Interaction design

***

Collaborative and social computing

***

Ubiquitous and mobile computing

***

Visualization

***

Accessibility

***

Networks

Computing
methodologies (other)

Human-centered
computing
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ACM´s level 1

Applied computing

ACM´s level 2

Score

Electronic commerce

*

Enterprise computing

*

Physical sciences and engineering

*

Life and medical sciences

*

Law, social and behavioral sciences

*

Computer forensics

*

Arts and humanities

*

Computers in other domains

*

Operations research

*

Education

*

Document management and text processing

*

Note: * - Low, ** - Medium, *** - High.
The previous table has the objective of depicting the specialised (or hard) skills and training
topics that are relevant for the cloud and IT infrastructures industry -considering the cloudedge continuum and the integration of disciplines in the IT infrastructure domain.
However, hi-tech, or specialised, digital skills are not the only skills that are pertinent for the
cloud industry workers in the next few years. Experts agree that together with specialised
digital skills, transversal skills are also necessary18. There is a collection of “soft” or transversal
skills needed to carry out the work in a fast-changing environment that are linked to:
•

Leadership,

•

Creativity and problem solving,

•

Open-minded thinking,

•

Flexibility,

•

Teamwork,

•

Learning mindset,

•

IPR management,

•

Communication.

To be successful in the market, the cloud industry requires talented people with two types of
skills: hard (or technical) and soft (or personal) skills.
18

Szilárd S, Benedek A, Ionel-Cioca L. Soft Skills Development Needs and Methods in Micro-Companies of ICT
Sector. SIM 2017 / 14th International Symposium in Management. Procedia - Social and Behavioral Sciences.
Volume 238, 2018, Pages 94-103. ELSEVIER
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5 CONCLUSIONS
This document has presented the first exploration activities as well as the initial findings with
respect to the gaps in cloud computing skills. The document also describes the methodology
followed for the analysis which consists of a multi-sourced one, with inputs coming from
interviews, surveys, and desktop research, among others. These sources have been analysed
and the initial identified training needs, both in soft and hard skills proposed.
The second version of this document will be delivered towards the end of the project with a
prioritization of the topics following a multi-factor scaling methodology similarly to the one in
D1.4.
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APPENDIX A INTERVIEWS INVITATION AND LETTER OF CONSENT
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